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Figure 1? The location of the research site
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?The size indicates no. of HHs.
The alphabets indicate ID of each sanam
that follow the order of altitudes of
sanams?
Figure 2? The Locations of Sanams in Samton Village ?2012?
The location of the village settlement, sanams and main and dirt roads were surveyed
by the author using GPS in Dec. 2012, Feb. 2013 and Sep. 2014.
The Number of households participating each sanam was obtained by interview with villagers.
















Table 1? Domestic animals owned by villagers in Samton
Village ?2012?




cattle 22 34? 52 2.4
water buffalo 22 34? 60 2.7
goat 20 31? 100 5.0
pig 56 88? 267 4.8
poultry 58 91? 831 14.3
Based on the interviews with 64 HHs in the village conducted by the
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Table 2? An outline of sanams in Samton Village ?2012?





Average distance to the fields
of sanam members ?km? A/B
from sanam ?A? from village ?B?
A 720 0.9 1 ? ? ?
B 720 2.4 1 2.6 0.9 2.71
C 700 2.8 1 0.7 3.5 0.21
D 700 2.9 8 0.9 3.5 0.26
E 670 2.3 3 ? ? ?
F 610 1.9 4 1.1 2.1 0.52
G 610 2.7 3 1.1 2.9 0.39
H 590 1.3 6 0.5 1.1 0.46
I 570 3.7 1 0.3 3.9 0.09
J 540 3.9 6 0.7 4.2 0.16
K 520 3.0 6 1.1 2.9 0.37
L 490 2.4 6 0.8 3.1 0.24
M 460 2.2 2 0.9 1.3 0.66
mean 610 2.5 4 0.9 2.7 0.35
Average distances to the fields are calcurated only for 59 fields whose owenrs are specified. As to Sanam A and Sanam E, I can not specify
the fields of sanam members.
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Figure 3? A Sketch Around Mr. V’s Hut in Sanam J ?2014?
Surveyed by the first author’s pacing in Sep. 2014













Garden for Spicy Plants with
Tightly Fenced






Orchard with Loosely Fenced
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Distances from each sanam to the fields of the sanam
members in Samton Village ?2012?
Distances are lined to the 59 fields whose owners are specified.
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